We present a particle filter-based multitarget tracking method incorporating Gaussian process dynamical model (GPDM) to improve robustness in multitarget tracking. With the particle filter Gaussian process dynamical model (PFGPDM), a highdimensional target trajectory dataset of the observation space is projected to a low-dimensional latent space in a nonlinear probabilistic manner, which will then be used to classify object trajectories, predict the next motion state, and provide Gaussian process dynamical samples for the particle filter. In addition, Histogram-Bhattacharyya, GMM Kullback-Leibler, and the rotation invariant appearance models are employed, respectively, and compared in the particle filter as complimentary features to coordinate data used in GPDM. The simulation results demonstrate that the approach can track more than four targets with reasonable runtime overhead and performance. In addition, it can successfully deal with occasional missing frames and temporary occlusion.
INTRODUCTION
Multitarget tracking is an important issue in security applications, which have attracted considerable attention and interest in recent years. Some classical approaches to multitarget tracking include the multiple hypothesis tracker (MHT) and the joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) [1] . Particle filters have been recently used for multitarget tracking tasks, because they can deal with indeterministic motions, as well as nonlinear and non-Gaussian systems. However, joint particle filters can normally track up to three or four identical objects due to the exponential complexity [2] . A possible solution to this problem is to integrate the Gaussian process dynamical prediction function with the learning mechanism, which provides a particle filter with prior information to reduce sampling ambiguity, and improve particle efficiency. Furthermore, the high-dimensional learning datasets may increase classification and computation complexities. This can be alleviated by dimension reduction through nonlinear mapping, and incorporating Markov dynamics in the low-dimensional latent space for data prediction. Our major contribution in this work is a novel multitarget tracking algorithm that incorporates particle filters with Gaussian process dynamical model to improve tracking accuracy and computational efficiency. Initial tests indicate that target objects (e.g., people) in a specific environment may have similar trajectory patterns, which make potentially efficient tracking algorithm possible. We use trajectory classification instead of pose and motion classification in motion tracking, therefore state sharing can be achieved on the latent space to take advantage of similar object trajectory properties. In addition, our research focuses on efficient multitarget trajectory tracking as well as handling missing frames and temporary occlusions to produce reliable tracking results for high-level analysis.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous work on tracking by using particle filter and Gaussian process dynamical model. The proposed particle filter Gaussian process dynamical model is described in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimental results are presented, and the article is summarized in Section 5.
PREVIOUS WORK
The previous work is summarized as follows. Khan et al. proposed a template-based particle filter system to track 2 EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing interacting ants [1] . Compared with people, ants are more rotation invariant and have less contour changes, hence the learning system should be different. Okuma et al. studied multiple hockey players detecting and tracking by deploying particle filter incorporating Ada boost detection proposal generation algorithm [2] . The Kernel particle filter was developed to track multiple targets in image sequences by Chang et al. [3] . Zhou et al. proposed a particle filterbased tracking system with an appearance-adaptive model [4] .
A trans-dimensional Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) particle filter was proposed for reliable tracking of indefinite number of interacting targets [5] . Multiple objects are formulated by a joint state-space model while efficient sampling is performed by deploying trans-dimensional MCMC on the subspace. It failed to track some targets due to the weakness of color models. Reference [6] employed particle filter to handle partial occlusion as a component of a proposed Hybrid JointSeparable (HJS) filter framework in multibody tracking. A mean field Monte Carlo (MFMC), that is, particle filter modeled as a competition problem was used to address coalescence issue occurred in multitarget tracking [7] . Reference [8] employed particle filter incorporating with a multiblob likelihood function to track unknown and varied objects while assuming background modeling is effective given a static camera. A color particle filer embedded with a detection algorithm was proposed by [9] to track multiple targets deploying the same color description with internal initialization and cancelation functionality.
Gaussian process latent variable model described by Neil Lawrence handles probabilistic nonlinear dimensionality reduction problems to model the high-dimensional observation data and the corresponding projections onto the low-dimensional latent space [10] . Wang et al. incorporate Markov dynamics on latent variable state transitions lending Gaussian process latent variable model to handle time series data and robustly track human body motion and pose changes by classifying poses and motions [11] . Reference [12] used GPDM to track 3D human pose and motion. Raskin et al. proposed a Gaussian process annealing particle filter-based method to perform 3D target tracking by exploring color histogram features [13] . Our research is different in that multitarget trajectory tracking was performed, whilst the annealing particle filter GPDM framework proposed by Raskin et al. tracked 3D pose and motion of one target. In addition, our particle generation mechanism and classified elements are different.
Reference [14] described a framework combining the particle filter, GPDM, and discriminative learning approaches to avoid 3D human model in tracking 3D human motion. Image latent space mapping on joint angle latent space is performed by employing relevance vector machine (RVM) on small training sets. Reference [15] proposed a shared latent dynamical model derived from GPLVM and GPDM to diminish the dimensionality of the pose state space, hence facilitate the manipulation of tracking data. The latent space can be projected to both state space and observation space by learning approach with dynamic mechanism. SLDM is integrated with condensation framework to estimate positions in the latent space and reconstruct human poses. Reference [16] presented a full-3D edge tracker by using particle filter to track complex 3D objects of flexible motion and under self-occlusions with hidden line removal capability. Realtime rate is obtained by employing accelerating hardware implementation on hidden line removal and likelihood calculation.
PARTICLE FILTER GAUSSIAN DYNAMICAL PROCESS

Particle filter and GPDM
A particle filter is a Monte Carlo method for nonlinear, nonGaussian models, which approximates continuous probability density function by using large number of samples. Hence, the accuracy of the approximation depends on highdimensional state space which causes exponential increase of the number of particles. Given the time complexity constraint, the reduction of particles, and hence the computation power is a potential solution.
In GPDM, an observation space vector represents a pose configuration and motion trajectory captured by a sequence of poses. At the beginning of the learning procedure, the target data from observation is projected to a subspacelatent space by principal components analysis (PCA). During this projection, with an assumption of Gaussian prior distribution over the latent space, the projection will become a nonlinearization through Gaussian process, so it can be viewed as probability PCA (PPCA) [17] . Then, scaled conjugated gradient (SCG) is applied to optimize and smooth the initialized coordinates. Once a GPDM is created, sampling from the dynamical field provides meaningful prediction on the future motion changes. The latent space defines the temporal dependence between poses by employing Gaussian process integrated by Markov chain on the latent variable transitions. Since motion prediction, the temporal dependence, and sampling are performed on the latent space, potential computation benefits may be obtained.
Particle filter Gaussian process dynamical model
This research aims at developing a low-complexity and highly-efficient algorithm for tracking variable number of targets with competitive tracking performance in term of accuracy. With the general framework of GPDM, it can be extended to estimate pose and motion changes as proposed by Wang et al. Hence, if a target is suspected of malicious behavior, the system can trade performance off time complexity.
The basic procedure of the proposed particle filter Gaussian process is as follows.
(1) Creating GPDM. GPDM is created on the basis of the trajectory training data sets, that is, coordinate difference values, and the learning model parameters The prior probability is derived on the basis of the created model. In this step, target templates are obtained from the previous frames as reference images for similarity calculation in the later stage.
(3) Projecting from the observation space to latent space. The test observation data is projected on the latent coordinate system by using probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA). As a result, the dimensionality of the observed data is reduced.
(4) Predicting and sampling. Particles are generated by using GPDM in the latent space and the test data to infer the likely coordinate change value (Δx i , Δy i ).
(5) Determining probabilistic mapping from latent space to observation space. The log posterior probability of the coordinate difference values of the test data is maximized to find the best mapping in the training datasets of the observation space. In addition, the most likely coordinate change value (Δx i , Δy i ) is used for predicting the next motion.
(6) Updating the weights. In the next frame, the similarity between the template's corresponding appearance model and the cropped region centered on the particle is calculated to determine the weights w i , and the most likely location ( x t+1 , y t+1 ) of the corresponding target, as well as to decide whether resampling is necessary or not.
(7) Repeat Steps 3-6.
Observation space
The targets of interest are detected and tracked for trajectory analysis. Instead of studying the coordinate values, the differences of the same target in two neighboring frames are calculated as the observed data. The location of the target can be obtained by adding the difference to the previous coordinate values. The 2D coordinate difference values of the head, centroid, and feet form a 6-dimensional vector for each object, given by
where Y k is the observation value of the kth target, and
is the coordinate value of the corresponding body part. With the 3 sets of coordinate values, the boundary, width, and height of an object can be determined. If there are 5 targets, the observation data has 30 dimensions.
Establishing trajectory learning model and obtaining appearance templates
GPDM is deployed to learn the trajectories of moving objects. The probability density function of latent variable X and the observation variable Y are defined by the following equations:
where α is the hyperparameter of kernel, p(x) can be assumed to have Gaussian prior, N is the length of latent vector, d is the dimension of latent space, and K X is the kernel matrix
where k is the kth target, K Y is the kernel function, and W is the hyperparameter. In our study, RBF kernel given by the following is employed for GPDM model
where x and x are any latent variables in the latent space, γ controls the width of the kernel, and β −1 is the variance of the noise.
Given a specific surveillance environment, certain patterns may be observed and worth exploring for future inferences. To initialize the latent coordinate, the d (dimensionality of the latent space) principal directions of the latent coordinates is determined by deploying probabilistic principal component analysis on the mean subtracted training dataset Y T , that is, Y T − Y T . Given Y T , the learning parameters are estimated by minimizing the negative log posterior using scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) [18] . SCG was proposed to optimize the multiple parameters of large training sets by deploying Levenberg-Marquardt approach to avoid line search per learning iteration, which increases calculation complexity.
Besides position training datasets, the appearance database is created by obtaining the template images of human head, feet, and torso from the initial frames.
Latent space projecting, predicting and particle sampling
Since GPDM was constructed in the latent space, at the beginning of the test process, the target observation data has to be projected to the same 2-dimensional latent space in order to be compared to the trained GPDM. This projection is achieved by using probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA), same as the first stage in GPDM learning. The feature vector of each frame contains three pairs of coordinate change values for every target being tracked in that frame. For n targets, the feature vector will contain 3 × n pairs of coordinate change values. The PPCA projection will reduce this 3 × n × 2 dimensional feature vector to a 1 × 2 latent space vector to be used in particle filtering. The purpose of projecting the test data from the observation space to the latent space is to initialize the testing data in the latent space and obtain a compact representation of the similar motion patterns in the training dataset. With PPCA and trained GPDM, we can learn certain common motion patterns (e.g., velocities, directions, etc.) from multiple training targets, and then use the learned latent space motion behavior to predict multiple targets' future trajectories using particle filter with much improved efficiency. This is based on the presumption that many human trajectories possess similar properties in common video surveillance applications. It should be noted that the number of targets being tracked does not need to be identical to that in the training data. This is possible because that PPCA aggregates (or projects) multiple training objects as well as test objects onto the same low-dimensional space, and therefore the number of objects does not pose a constraint on the tracking process. If we can obtain the templates and the corresponding initial coordinates of n objects at the beginning of the test phase, the proposed framework can track these n targets regardless the number of training targets.
Particles are generated on the basis of the Gaussian process dynamical model in the latent space, taking the motion model property and unpredictable motion into consideration. The next possible position is predicted by determining the most similar trajectory pattern in the training database and using the corresponding position change value plus noise. The number of particles are reduced from over one hundred to about twenty by deriving the posterior distribution over functions, instead of parameters, and taking advantage of the learned knowledge. The simulation indicates that the decreasing number of particles does not compromise the tracking results, even in temporary occlusion cases (see Section 4) . An example of the learned GPDM space is shown in Figure 1 . Each point on this 2D latent space is a projection of a feature vector representing two training targets, that is, 6 pairs of coordinate change values. A total of 72 points in the figure correspond to feature vectors of these two targets over 73-image frames. The grayscale intensity represents the precision of mapping from the observation space to the latent space, and the lighter the pixel appears the higher the precision of mapping is.
Mapping from latent space to observation space
Thereafter, the latent variables are mapped in a probabilistic way to the location difference data in the observation space, defining the active region (i.e., distribution) of an observed target. However, the exact predicted coordinate values of the motion trajectory in the observation space need be calculated so that the importance weight for each particle in the observation space can be updated. Estimation maximization (EM) approach is employed to determine the most likely observation coordinates in the observation space after the distribution is derived. The nondecreasing log posterior probability of the test data is given by
where W is the hyperparameter, N is the number of Y sequences, D is the data dimension of Y , and K Y is a kernel matrix defined by a RBF kernel function given by (3). The log posterior probability is maximized to search for the most probable correspondence on the training datasets. The corresponding trajectory pattern is then selected for predicting the following motion. The simulation results show that it returns better prediction results than averaging the previous motion values. In addition, various targets can share the same database to deal with different future situations. 
Importance weights update
The weights of the particles are updated in terms of the likelihood estimation based on the appearance model. The importance weight equation is given by
where Y t is the estimation data, Z t is the observation data, k t is the identity of the target, and w t is the weight of a particle. In our study, the likelihood function P(Z t | k t , Y t ) is defined to be dependent on the similarity between the appearance model distribution of the template and that of the test object. Therefore, the choice of appearance model is important for updating the weights of particles. Edge feature is not used in this study due to its ambiguity in term of foreground and background, as well as the computation efficiency consideration. Histogram-Bhattacharya, GMM-KL appearance model, and rotation invariant model were tested to determine the resulting performance and time complexity.
Histogram-Bhattacharya and GMM-KL appearance model
Histogram-Bhattacharya was used for its simplicity and efficiency [19] . The RGB histogram of the template and the image region under consideration are obtained, respectively. The likelihood P(Z t | k t , Y t ) is defined to be proportional to the similarity between the histogram of the template and the candidate, that is, the region centered on the considered particle of the same size as the template. The abovementioned similarity is measured by using Bhattacharya distance, since it provides complex nonlinear correlations between distributions. GMM-KL frame is employed to measure the similarity between the image of template and the test object. GMM is a semiparametric multimodal density model consisting of a number of components to compactly represent pixels of image block in color space with illumination changes. Image can be represented as a set of homogeneous regions modeled by a mixture of Gaussian distributions in color feature space [20] . In comparison, Histogram-Bhattacharya framework presents an image without taking spatial factor into computation. The Kullback-Leibler distance is a measure of the distance between two-probability distributions given the metric of relative entropy [21] . Since the image approximated by Gaussian mixture model can be considered as independently identically distributed (iid) samples following Gaussian mixture distribution, comparison of the template image to that of the test image is formulated as measuring the distance between the two Gaussian mixture distributions. Symmetric version and nonsymmetric version are given by the following:
where p 1 and p 2 are Gaussian mixture distributions.
Jing Wang et al. The likelihood P(Z t | k t , Y t ) is defined to be proportional to the Kullback-Leibler distance between the associated Gaussian mixture distribution of the template and that of the test region. RGB intensity value is selected as the feature of the appearance model, since it provides reasonable computation complexity and tracking performance, given the efficiency and robustness requirements of the proposed tracking system.
Rotation invariant appearance model
In this work, feet are represented by rotation invariant appearance model, whilst heads are defined by Gaussian mixture model. Since movements of feet normally involves frequent angle changes, rotation invariant approach may render more robust and adaptive appearance model. In addition, the incorporation of spatial color information enables the model to be more discriminative.
In [22] , the appearance model represented by multiple polar counterparts is claimed to be invariant to rotation and translation. The original algorithm was tailored to fit our computation-essential framework. First, a detected blob is fully surrounded by a reference circle. Along each of the three directions as shown in Figure 2 , 4-control points are sampled uniformly within the reference circle. This forms a group of 4-concentric circles along the corresponding radii. Then the regions with the same control point in the three copies of the blob (shown as the shaded regions) are grouped into one of the 4 bins at the bottom of Figure 2 , where all pixels in the corresponding bin are represented by a Gaussian color model with a mean μ and a variance σ. The similarity function given by the following is measured to determine the weights of particles
where μ and σ are the mean and variance of the color feature given the current bin, and N is the total number of bins defined.
For head region, GMM-KL appearance model is sufficient for static and moving states. Theoretically, particles close to the true centroid in template image have similar probability distributions, and therefore deserve higher weights in the hope of performing more accurate prediction for the future frames. A threshold value is determined to select the particles accurately approximate the posterior probability of the target. When a particle has the weight below the threshold value, resampling is performed to adapt to motion changes. 
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed PFGPDM was implemented by using MAT-LAB running on a desktop of 2.53 GHz Pentium 4 PC, with 1 GB memory and tested on the PETS 2007 datasets [23] and the IDIAP datasets used in [5] . Neil Lawrence's Gaussian process softwares provide the related GPDM functions for conducting simulations [24] .
The experiments were designed to evaluate the performance of the proposed PFGPDM method under regular test conditions, as well as on sequences with occasional missing frames. The performance measures include sample image frames labeled with tracking results, error rate, runtime, and number of particles used. Error rate is defined as the percentage of frames that contain one or more miss-tracked target.
The training dataset consists of four sequences from the PETS dataset with a total of 276 frames. One target in each sequence is identified and tracked to build up a latent space trajectory database. The selected PETS test dataset includes one sequence of thirty frames with two walking people, one sequence of thirty frames with five walking people, and one sequence of forty frames with five walking people. These targets have clearly different trajectory patterns, and the forty-frame sequence also contains temporary target occlusion. Table 1 summarizes the experimental results in terms of error rate and run time. Samples of tracking results on 30-frame test sequences are shown in Figures 3, 4 , and 5 for three different appearance models. Figures 3 and  4 shows the tracking results which use the HistogramBhattacharya approach and GMM-KL appearance model to track 5 targets, while Figure 5 utilizes the rotation invariant appearance model to track 2 targets. From these results one can see that, just using approximately 20 particles, the PFGPDM approach can effectively track multiple targets that are following trajectories similar to the trained database.
Simulation results also indicate that GMM-KL approach is more discriminative in terms of the background and the object, compared to Bharttacharyya distance on histograms, because the latter approach may not represent the image structure as robust as the GMM-KL method.
However, Bharttacharyya distance approach is simple to implement and efficient in terms of computation time. The rotation invariant model with 4-control points and π/2 polar representation showed promising tracking results on feet, which was as expected. In addition, this appearance model is sensitive to the number of control points, which leads to performance and time complexity tradeoff. In general, rotation invariant model and GMM-KL appearance model provided more adaptive tracking results than HistogramBharttacharyya model at the expense of computation resource.
Another observation is that the particles do not deviate from the target in dark regions or feet under considerable occlusion. This is a result of particle filtering integrated with the Gaussian process prediction, despite that the importance update function of the particle filter relies on the appearance model of the templates and the test regions. The constraint on the length difference between the head and feet prevents mis-association of the targets. Figure 6 shows that the temporary occlusion in the test sequence was successfully resolved by our proposed framework. The yellow bounding box represents the passage with the dark red clothes; the cyan bounding box denotes the passage with the blue clothes. The two passengers were separated in the left frame and overlapped in the middle frame, and finally they were correctly tracked when they appeared separately again in the right frame. Gaussian process can also help to predict the next movement in sequences with missing frames. Figure 7 shows the tracking results of a missing frame case, in which 2 consecutive frames were arbitrarily selected and discarded. In addition our method was tested using all three appearance models on all 30-frame test sequences under missing frame situations. We found that, with 2 consecutive missing frames, the tracking error rates were identical to what appear in Table 1 . However, if more frames were missing, we saw a clear increase in tracking error rate. Both Figures 6 and 7 were based on the GMM-KL appearance model. Two comparative studies were also conducted, in which our method was compared with two existing methods with excellent performance, namely, the adaptive appearancemodel based particle filter (AAMPF) proposed by Zhou et al., [4] and the trans-Dimensional Monte Carlo Particle filter (TDMCPF) proposed by Smith et al. [5] . Our method and these two methods share a similar particle filter framework. They differ at feature selections and appearance models. However the AAMPF can only track one target, and the TDMCPF can track indefinite number (up to four) of targets. The results of these studies are summarized in Figures 8, 9 , and Table 2 . The tracking results of the AAMPF was obtained using the software provided by the authors of [4] and tested on a PETS sequence. The results of the TDMCPF can be found at the author's website (http://www.idiap.ch/∼smith/). To compare with the TDMCPF results, our method was tested on the IDIAP dataset that was used in [5] . It should be noted that we still use the trained trajectory database based on the PETS dataset in the tests on the IDIAP dataset. From these results we can see clearly that our method can achieve comparable object tracking performance with much less numbers of particles. Also our trained trajectory database as well as our training method are robust enough to accommodate substantial motion variations. These results of our method were based on the GMM-KL appearance model.
CONCLUSION
An integrated Gaussian process dynamical model with particle filter framework is proposed to track multiple targets, and handle temporary occlusion as well as noncontinuous frames. The experimental results indicate that the proposed PFGPDM approach can reliably track multiple targets at very low error rates with much reduced computational complexity and the number of particles. Under temporary occlusion and missing frame cases, the impacted targets were correctly tracked due to the accurate predictions from Gaussian process.
It should be pointed out that, although the test sequences used in this paper only contain close to linear motion patterns, there is no inherent difficulty for the proposed method to handle more complex motions. This is because that the particle filter framework is generally not constrained to linear motion. However, tracking such complex motion patterns may comprise the computational efficiency introduced in this work. The exact capability of the proposed method in dealing with various complex motion patterns can be a very interesting topic for future study.
